
WHAT HOW TO CLEAN IT HOT TIPS !

Bathroom > Gently clean and scrub the walls/floor. Do not forget behind  Damp walls/let detergent work/

the toilet and sink. Wipe over with dry cloth after cleaning. scrub/ rinse.

> Toilet, sink and closet  has to be cleaned inside and outside

> Polish the mirror Use Jif blue spray

> OPEN THE SHOWER DRAIN -Lift up cup- REMOVE HAIR Use gloves (the hottest tip!)

> Take down the  shower curtain - leave in a plastic bag.

Kitchen Ajax + warm water

> Clean the walls all around kitchen and the floor behind the fridge. Ajax + warm water

> Clean the stove on top, on sides, inside the oven and the baking trays Use a scrub and Jif oven clean

> Remember to drag the stove forwards and clean the floor behind. Ajax + hot water
> Unplug the fridge, defrost, and clean inside and outside - don't 

forget the freezer as well. Leave the fridge and freezer doors open
Note! Do not use sharp tools

> Clean the inside and outside of the ventilator Use Salmiakk / zalo

Window Clean the inside (fingermarks etc) and polish with a clean cloth. Use Zalo and hot water.

Furniture Clean all the furniture all over.

Mattress >  Leave the blue protective cover in a plastic bag on the bed  
Closet > Wardrobe/closet and drawers has to be cleaned inside Use damp cloth

and outside

Walls
> Clean from the floor to the ceiling, don't forget the moldings, 

switches, outlets, behind/under heater. Remove dust from air valve.

Use damp cloth.

> Remove stains and spots to the best of your ability

Floor > Clean floor and skirtings (that's the moldings on the floor) Use Ajax and hot water

Doors > Clean all doors thoroughly.

Blinds > Wipe dust off the blinds Use a dry or damp microfibercloth

Storage > Empty your storage room

Common 

areas 

<Before leaving, you have to clean yout part of the common areas. 

Bathroom, kitchen shelfes/drawers /fridge/freezer, etc.>

Use a drop of salmiakk on places 

with a lot of grease

      CLEAN OUT BEFORE YOU MOVE
Before you move it`s important you clean to avoid extra fee. 500 NOK pr hour if SiMolde has to clean.

If you have any questions, send email to: renhold@simolde.no

Available Monday through Friday from 8:00-15:00

> Cabinets and drawers has to be cleaned both inside and outside, 

scrub the tiles


